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AE PLAYBOOK SUMMER 2013
“Itʼs not the size of the dog in the fight, but the size of the fight in the dog”
- Archie Griffin

NEW GEAR ALERT!
The Celeb® 200 DMX LED fixture features the
cool, energy efficient qualities that lighting
professionals have come to expect from Kino Flo.
The Celeb also boasts technical innovations that
make it an ideal professional imaging tool: a dial-in
variable color temperature control, full-range
dimming and programmable 2700K to 5500K
presets. Light levels do not change when selecting
Kelvin settings.
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The Celeb 200 reproduces color faithfully,
beautifully on HD or film, in the studio or on
location. The Celeb’s 100 Watts of soft, lustrous
white light doesn’t flicker or shift color temperature
when dimmed.
The trim, lightweight DMX fixture operates on
universal AC power, 100VAC-240VAC, and needs
only one amp (120VAC) to produce more lumens
than a 750W tungsten soft light. The Celeb 200
comes complete with 360 degree mounting, molded
accessory holders, removable gel frame and focusing
louver.

SAFETY FIRST & FREE

SAVE $400 ON THE EPIC
CAMERA PACKAGE!
Bloody digital cameras are
like the Leafs, one and
done. The Epic-X is soon
to be replaced (or at least
upgraded) by the Epic
Dragon and The Alexa is
going to be overtaken by
the Alexa XT EV.
New cameras are on order, but in anticipation AE
will begin price adjustments on the older models by
reducing an Epic package price from $2800 to
$2400, less Quick Pay discount if applicable.

We said it and we did it!
Over and above the First Aid Kit and Fire
Extinguisher that reside on each Package Truck, we
now carry a Fire Extinguisher Kit containing 2 x 5lb
ABC extinguishers and an Ontario Certified 16-200
Person First Aid kit that production may use on set.
These kits are absolutely free of charge if used for
emergency purposes.

PAY BY EMAIL TRANSFER
For our customer’s convenience,
Affiliated Equipment Incorporated
now accepts email money transfers
as a form of payment.
This is a secure easy 2- step process
that will only cost $1.50.
Please call for more information
4126 869-3330

